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ABSIRACT

The recent availability of low-cost computer controlled data acquisition systems

have made it conceptmly possible to replace much of the data recording and data

analysis work associated with the classical electronics labWtory eWmMs required in

a typical Electrical Engneering program. This thesis reports the results of a study

focused on putting those concepts into practice. It is the first application of student

laboratory Virtual Instrnmaits at the school.

Specifically, this thesis reports on the practicality of using a standard peoa

computer equipped with National Instuments, LabVIEW for Windows and a data

acquisition board to replace the typical manual -nstrutation and data extraction

required for seven Naval Postgraduate School ECE 2200 laboratory eqeiments.

Appendices include the frot panel display with associated block diagram code and the

revised course laboratory erments.
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L INIRODUCICN

A. BACXCGROND

Since the very first instnment was created their purpose and performance has

evolved by utilizing the genral-purpose technology of that period of time. As the

personal computer (PC) continues to modify the present way in which we all live,

instiment design and use is attaining even newer levels of efficiency and increasig

flexibility. By combining PCs with traditional or new-generation instrument hardware,

even higher levels of performance can be obtained and eliminate a test bench full of

instruments. It appears that the benchtop insiment now faces the sane fate as the now

limited use drafting boards and typewriters.

The traditional benchtop stand-alone box instrunent is a critical tool used for

developing much of today's technology and is enjoying a relatively long electronic

lifespan. These instrmwents perform a specific m task, operate independently,

and usually combine several finctionalities in one physical structure rnanufactured by a

single vendor. These functional areas are classified into - data acquisition, analysis, and

presentation. Mmsurement information is forwarded to the data acquisition section of the

instrment usually through a hookup of test leads. The system then analyzes the data,

that is, a means for retrieving information from acquired signals or stored data. Finally,

the system presents an output to the viewer as a scope display, meter movemen or

readout. The output prestaion is defined by the vendor using generic display features.
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If you strengthen the limited capabilities of a traditional instnmient with user-defined

enhancements of a computer, you have a Virtual Instrument - the user, not the vendor,

specifies the ultimate utilization and display preference.

Data Acquisition for education has evolved also since the PC is now common in

most laboratories. It has not been that long ago that financial planners with little

technical knowledge were generating complex spreadsheets on PCs, while engineers were

struggling for days to obtain simple m. Although the PC is now in use with

lab work, many researchers, engineers, and students have not realized the full potential

of their computers as a laboratory tool. Basic test and measurement functions to

determine pressure, temperature, force, and electronic signals can be obtained by using

an inexpensive PC with an installed data acquisition board, and appropriate analysis

software to rui the system. Data analysis is simplified, and processing of results can be

specialized to specific requirement of the user. With these PC-based systems, benchtop

instruments can be reduced, or even eliminated. This would reduce the inventory system

and help to rid an institution of highly pilferable, small instruments, and cut down on

calibration requimnts.

B. EXS1G SYSTIMI AND SOLUII S

The recent availability of low-cost computer controlled data acquisition systems

have made it conceptually possible to replace much of the data recording and data

analysis work associated with the classical electronics laboratory experiments required in
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a typical Electrical Engineering program. This thesis reports the results of a study

focused on putting those concepts into practice.

Specifically, the thesis reports on the practicality of using a standard PC equipped

with a National Instruments LabVIEW (Luboatory Virtual Instrument Engineering

Workbench) for Windows system to replace the typical manual instrumentation and data

taking required for the following seven ECE 2200 laboratory experiments:

1. Use of diodes as switching elements in clipping, clamping voltage doubling and

gating circuit applications.

2. Measure diode i-v characteristics and plot these parameters with a curve tracer.

3. Output characteristics of a full-wave bridge rectifier constructed with four silicon
diodes, observe the effect of adding a capacitor filter, varying the load resistance,
and noting the result of converting the circuit into a "regulated" power supply
by shunting a zener diode across the output terminals.

4. Current-voltage relations of an NPN transistor in a common-emitter circuit
configuration used in both the static and dynamic operation.

5. Transistor curve tracing to examine Ic vs. VcE and IB vs. VB crves, dc gain,
collector-emitter and collector-base breakdown voltage, and dc input impedance.

6. Design of a BJT common emitter amplifier to stated specifications, test it for
prop biasing signal amplification characteristics and operational stability.

7. Two-stage RC-coupled linear amplifiers with variable output-stage
configurations, testing it for proper biasing in the active region and signal
amplification characteristics, and verify the results with a computer simulation
of a proper transistor model using the SPICE program.
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The LabVIEW system consists of a special data acquisition board and Windows

based application development software. The software provides the facility for generating

rrtual Instruments. Several Virtual Instruments were developed and, to the degree

possible, used to process digitized representations of real world analog voltage signals

obtained from the data acquisition board. Programs that do appropriate analysis and

output formatting for display and printing were also developed.

C VIRIUAL INSTUR ET HISI RY

Vrtual instruments are in their third stage of development. In the first stage,

traditional benchtop and research instruments used mainframe or workstation computers

to simply enhance their performance. With the evolution of the PC a dramatic increase

of instrument control using computers was developed. Easy-to-use software tools changed

the instrument market escalating general-purpose digitizers and reducing demand for

specialized benchtop instruments. By combining a digitizer with a PC, users could

observe and analyze signals of interest.[Ref. 1]

By using this type of V'irtual Instrument, data transfer needed to be sufficiently fast

between instrument and computer. If the data transfer could not move fast enough, the

specialized evaluation and presentation of signals had to reside in the traditional

irumen not the user's Virtual Instrument and provides no gain in performance. The

extent of use for these Virtual Instruments is limited by the connection between PC and

instrument. The user defines one functionality, while the instrument designer defines a

different functionality.[Ref. 1]
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To overcome this barrier the second stage of Virtual Instnments evolved. During

this stage, two new approaches to instment hardware emerged - plug-in data accpisition

boards and the VXIbus (Versa Modular Eurocard Extensions for Instrumentation Bus).

These opened instrmment architectures allow hardware and software elements performing

the acquisition, analysis and presentation, to maximize use of the PC. Direct processor

bus communication, and integrated system timing, are important facets of this architecture.

The new systems provided flexibility with cost-effectiveness. By using software that

works with this architecture, end-users are provided easy to use instmtunents.[Ref. 1]

Virtual Instrument frameworks, object-oriented concepts for application-specific

needs, are the current phase. This framework allows reuse of understandable code. The

graphical panels developed initially can be recalled by another user and used in a new

application.

This third phase of Virtual Instuments are instruments whose function and

capability is determined by the software used. It is a simple graphical way to set-up and

operate numerous instrunents on a single computer. This allows a PC to make

measurments continuously, without constant human guidance.

Virtual Instruments are self-documenting, eliminating a major headache for

programmers. The block diagrams and icons are the code a programmer works with,

which allows easy understanding compared to tradition lines of code.

The PC used to create a Virtual Instrument can also be used for data processing

and provide unprecedented facilities for data analysis. A complete data acquisition system
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using Virtual Instrnmnts is not limited to oe specific masurai task, or rxjur

indepmdt operaaion.

D. "-IlIS ORGAN17AION

The thesis reports the results of this effort in seven chapters. Chapter II has short

tutorials on electronic measurement principles of data acquisition, the technology of

analog-to-digital conversion, and the concepts of Virtual Instrments. Chapter M

describes the specific data acquisition software and hardware used in this project. Chapter

IV describes the Virtual Instment design of the seven experiments discussed above.

Chapter V discusses use of data acquisition systems for the United States Navy. Chapter

VI contains the conclusions and recorunendations of the study. Appendix A includes the

frn panel display and the associated block & m Appendix B has the Laboratory

experiment handouts to perfom each Virtual Insrument Laboratory.
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!IL ELEcnuCAL AND ELECnwNC MEASURING

A. ELECIICAL MEASUREMWO

Meas nent is the process by which one converts a physical pameter to

meaningful numbers. Electrical measurements involve determining the quantity of electric

charge, electric current or voltage present The measuring process compares the quantity

measured with an accepted standard unit defined for that particular quantity. The quantity

obtained is then used to study, develop or monitor a device. The measurement obtained

has to be very accurate and made with precision to derive meaningful information.

Electrical measuremets are obtained with deflection instrments or electronic signal

processing isrumts.

B. TRADmONAL ELE-IMICAL MEASURING DEVICES

Electrical masurng devices each have special characteristics that limit their use.

The sensitivity, accuracy, precision, range, and design all play a vital role for determining

which instrument should be used to obtain desired information from a signal. To monitor

voltage, current, or impedance in electronic circuits, analog or digital instruments may be

used. The selection of a type of instrument to use depends on accuracy required, ease of

use, and depedability. Electrical benchtop test equipment is divided into deflection

instruments, electronic instruments, and computerized meaement instruments.
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1. Dflection hs nm

The deflection instmnent requires a deflecting force, a controlling force, and

a damping force to operate. The most common currntw-sensing deflection insnmwnt uses

a [YArsonval or permanent-magnet-moving-coil movement developed by YArsonval in

1881. It is highly sensitive and accurate. The movent detects -nt by using the

force produced by the interaction of a magnetic field and the current .,, wing through the

field. This force is used to generate a mechanical displacement, which is displayed by

a pointer over a calibrated scale.

The pointer deflection is directly proportional to the current flowing through

the coil, provided the magnetic field is consistent throughout, the spring tension is linear

and the scale is linear. Accuracy of lYArsonval movements is about 1 percent of the full-

scale reading. To measure an alternating-current of a frequency greater than a few hertz,

lYArsonval movements cannot follow the rapid variations due to inertia and damping.

This high inertia gives a distorted representation for some measurments, such as a mean

value per time interval.

2. Analog Electmnic Imm omis

Meters comtucted of moving-coil movements and multiplier resistors have

limitations. The resistance of these are too low for me in high impedance

circuitry and cannot measure low voltage levels. To overcome these limitations electlonic

measuring devices have a high input resistance so it will not alter the voltage value being

measumre The device will also amplify low voltages up to measurable levels. These

devices can be analog insmnents, in which the measured quantity is shown by a pointer

8



moving over a calibrated scale, or a digital instirnent, showing the quantity as a digital

display. Both must be able to measure the magnitude of a signal as it varies with time.

Analog instrumn perform to a specified accuracy. Accuracy of a

measurement specifies the difference between a measured value and the te value of a

quantity. Any deviation from the tue value is the indication of how accunte the reading

is. Precision, often confused with accuracy, specifies the repeatability of a set of

readings, each made independently using the same instrument. In order to obtain the

highest feasible accuracy, the pointer of an analog device should deflect as close to full

scale as possible.[Ref. 2]

Analog meters use an amplifier connected to a YArsonval nde movement

to measure direc-current A rectifier is used before the amplifier if measuring

alternating-current. By using a rectifier the meter will respond to the peak-to-peak value

of the signal being measuredL A special calibration procedure is used so the meter scale

readings are in root-mean-square values.

Root-mean-square values are of greater interest when measuring pure

sinewaves because it refers to the power delivering capability of the waveform. Since the

ratio of peak-to-peak to root-mean-square values is 2.8:1, the actual voltage values read

by the meter are divided by 2.8 to give the meter mardings.

Pulses are often used as an information carier. Pulse width or recurring

frquency are then related to the measured quantity by a proportionality. Measurement

is then discrete, but still analog in principle. However, if the signal being measured is

9



not a pure sine wave, an error will exist beteen, the indicated and true root-mean-square

values of the signal being measured.

Electronic analog meters require battery or alternating-current line power to

operate. When the meter uses line power, the plug-in conector limits portability and

makes them susceptible to ground-loop interference. If the meter uses battery power, the

precision is affected if the batteries are not changed fequently.

3. NWlElect ic Jmtnmueni

Digital instruments indicate the quantity being measure by a numerical

display rather than by a pointer and scale used in analog instruments. A digital

instrurrets operation is based on either the comparison principle or the converter

principle. Three methds are used to obtain a mem ent by either of these principles

are - ramp, coprison, or integration.

The comparison principle compares the voltage to be measured with a voltage

developed step-by-step within the measuring instrument. This voltage development

terminates as soon as both voltages are equal. The actual number of steps is a measu

of the input signal.

If the instrument uses the converter principle, the voltage to be measured is

converted into a pulsed voltage whose frequency is proportional to the amplitude of the

voltage being measured. The frequency is measured using an electronic counter.

Voltage-to-time conversion, or ramp, uses a linear negatively sloped ramp

waveform decreasing at a known accuracy. When the value of the input signal equals the

ramp voltage an electronic coincidence detector emits a pulse. This pulse opens (turns

10



on) a gate. When the voltage reaches zeo amoe coincidence pulse closes (ams off)

the gate.

The duration oftime the gate is open is measured by a couter that counts the

number of wavelengths emitted by a very accurate, fixed-frequency oscillator. With the

slope of the ramp voltage and time between gate opening and closing known, the value

of the voltage applied to the input is found. Negative input voltages open the gate at zer

and close it when the negative value of the ramp is coincident with the negative voltage

value.

The senro-balance potentiometer, or comparison method, uses a known voltage

to compare to the unknown voltage. The difference between the two values is used to

create a signal that leads to the adjustmat of the known voltage. This continues until

both values are equal, and the value is displayed on the digital readout.

4L Fnrs [ui mt W& hlnumws

Every eieiment has eros introduced. Any attempt to evaluate a

mshould consider the error that could be present from the system or human

involvement System erros can only be controlled by dg its limitations and

making a proper test lead hookup. Human e will always be present but are

controllable if the person knows the importance of comrct results.

Meters can introduce the following errors:

" scale error - itaccurate markings of the scale during manufactrme.

" zero eror - failure to adjust zero setting before making reading

* parallax eor - line of sight not perpendicular to scale.

11



* friction er - worn or damaged bearings caning friction of needle movement.

• tenpature effects on magnets, springs, and intemal resistances.

" coil-shaft misalignment on bearing

* bait pointer or nibbing pointer.

* poor accuracy - readings taken at less than full scale usually have a larger
percentage error than full scale readings.

* loading-effect due to using a nonideal instrument to measure.

* specific errors due to meters operating principles and design.

If an unusually large error occurs it may signal that some systematic error is

being committed.

5. Advmnages of EleUuc Sigi Mmmmem

The advantages of using electronic signal processing include:

* making the obtained signal more sensitive to me

" very low power consumption.

* high speed measuremnts.

* greater flexibility for remote measuring

• higher reliability.

" higher input impedance.

" higher upper frequency limit

" high versatility in approaching a measuring problem

12



These advantages combine with the numerous possibilities of signal processing

to enhance the electronic measuring process over deflection methods.

6. Anmog vs Digit a Imuneds

Analog and digital instuments both have a place in the test measurement

world. Although substantial progress has been made with analog measurent

techniques, digital methods boast a faster growth. Digital instruments are easy to use,

require fewer parts, and allow more rational and effective organization of the countless

measume ts that may be required.

Analog instuments produce a continuous range of values in both time and

amplitude. Extreme care must be taken when working with analog instuments to insure

the movement is not jolted out of place since the accuracy is never greater than the

movement used. The accuracy of the reading is a function of several factors added

together to give an overall accuracy as good as ±2%. Drift and linearity of the amplifier

as well as linearity of the meter are included with the total figure.Rf. 3]

Digital instruments are virtually insensitive to noise and drift since they use

a 'high' or 'loW logic level with large tolerance intervals. The accuracy depends on the

circuit used, but is generally 10 times more accuate than an analog meter. The accuracy

is achieved through converting the input into digital form and then displayed as a number.

This takes the guess work out of looking at a meter deflection, thus shortening the time

for measurement. The value displayed may also be retained after the signal is removed.

A digital instrument is ideally suited for routine measurements by non-technical

personnel.[Ref. 41
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C C)MRTIERIZI MEASUREMEN I

Advances with electronics have led to a variety of computer based irments.

Flexibility has been added to traditional -arm t tools since computers help

introduce devices not previously feasible. Keyboards replace switches, real-time graphics

are comnmn software analyzes results, and data is easily stored for futur refernce.

With relatively minor changes in software or hardwar., a system's capabilities can be

easily altered.

Traditional benchtop insuments play an important part of electronic developnwri

But most benchtop instruments are specifically designed and committed to one function.

Performance of the instruxt is guaranteed to be within stated specifications, but the

instrument is not flexible in measuring a multitude of parameters.

Virtual Instrwnents, as used in a Data Acquisition System, are designed with a

philosophy of using basic building blocks - Analog-to-Digital converters, analysis

software, and digital signal processors. This combination installed in a PC can actually

perform the functions of one or more laboratory instruents, which then provides a

comprehensive flexibility to tailor a Virtual Instrument to perform exactly as needed by

an operation.

Test-and-measurement applications using state-of-the-art instruments currently use

a standard PC having one or more expansion slots, a high-performance Analog-to-Digital

and Digital-to-Analog plug-in data acquisition board, and acquisition and analysis

software. By placing these components within a PC, it is transformed into a high speed

precision Data Acquisition System A typical PC-based data acquisition and control

14



system will allow the user to measme physical variables, input the acquired data to the

PC, analyze the data using software, and provide appropriate response to control the

process.

A simple example of a PC controlled device can be illustrated using the temperature

regulation in a houe. A temocouple is used to continuously measure room

temperature. This thernocouple signal is then converted from analog to digital format

readable by the PC utilizing an acquisition board. Acquisition software is used to

compare the desired temperature with the tiermocouple signal which then causes the PC

to respond via a digital output able to adjust the heating or cooling circuit

D. A DATA A(QUISMON AND ONIRIOL SYSM

A data acquisition system is a switched Analog-to-Digital converter that digitizes

multiplexed analog inputs. Figure 2.1 shows the block diagram of a basic data acquisition

system.

1. Seining m Sigin Coiiong

If a physical variable such as length, pressure, fluid flow, or motion is an

input, a transducer is used to sense and measure. This transduce converts the physical

variable into electrical signals, voltage or current, and transmits them to a signal

conditioning device or directly to the data acquisition board. A signal conditioning device

amplifies and filters a real-world signal for use by the analog input board.
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Figure 2.1 Basic Data Acquisition System Block Diagram

When PC-based data acquisition boards were first used in a laboratory,

technicians assuned they could plug the board into a computer slot, clip on a few test

leads between board and test device, and immediately take measuremwts. They found

that actual valid memurement do not conform directly to the data acquisition boards

input sensitivity. It was also seen that quality signal conditioning can make a difference

between expected data and useless numbers.

Signal conditioning modules serve to isolate test signals from electrical noise

and provide overvoltage protection for the data acquisition boards and PC. The modules

have the ability to read very small voltages while rejecting large amounts of noise from

the surrounding environmen The modules also help to isolate the PC from transient
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voltages picked up by the test leads. These transient voltages could be high enough to

destroy the computer or the data acquisition board. High-fiequency transients tht could

corrupt the signal can be eliminated by use of a low-pass filter built into the signal

conditioning module.

2. Data Acquisition Boa&s

Following signal conditioning, the sensor signal is passed to the Analog-to-

Digital input section on the data acquisition board. This section converts the voltage or

current signal into a digital format readable by the PC. The Analog-to-Digital section has

the capability for high-speed Direct Memory Access data transfer to the PC, first-in-first-

out memory buffering, noise and filtering of false lower frequency components (alias

frequency).

An analog signal is a time-varying quantity with the amplitude exhibiting a

continuous variation over the range of activity. This signal must be converted into a

discrete time signal, a digital signal, in order for the computer to represent the original

signal.[Ref 5] Analog-to-Digital conversion is a ratio operation, where the input signal

is compared to a reference (full scale input voltage), and converted into a fraction, which

is then represented as a coded digital number. To optimize measurement accuracy, there

is a minimum and a maximum number of data points that need to be acquired. Analog

outputs for data acquisition boards are generated in the exact reciprocal of that to read the

iputs.

Sampling rate is important for data acquisition boards. The Analog-to-Digital

sampling rate is a measure of how fast the board can scan an input channel and compar
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the discrete value of the signal present with respect to a reference value. Selecting a slow

sampling rate can constaruct a completely different waveform of a lower frequency, or

aliasing, from the acquired data. A data acquisition board sample rate that is bandlimited

and samples at least twice the expected input frequency, the Nyquist sample rate, can

avoid aliasing. For example, to sample a 1 Hz sine wave, the sample rate should be at

least 2 Hz, but a sample rate of 8 - 16 Hz results in a more accurate representation of the

acquired signal. Figure 2.2 shows several sampling rates of an analog waveform.

4 Samples
Per Cyice

S Samples
Analog Per Cylce

Waveform

16 Samples
Per Cylce

Figure 2.2 - Different Sample Rates
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Throughput rate is the maximwn frequency at which a data conversion process

will operate within a specified accuracy. If a data acquisition board selected has 8 input

channels, a maximum throughput rate of 8 Hz, and samples are taken on a only one

channel, the system will acquire 8 samples per second for that channel, an 8 Hertz

sampling rate. If the system is setup to test all 8 channels, only 1 sample per second is

obtained giving a 1 Hertz sampling rate.

Resolution of a data acquisition board defines the number of divisions into

which a full-scale input range can be divided to approximate an analog input voltage.

Figure 2.3 shows various bit resolutions. To measure an input signal of 0-10 volts using

an 8-bit resolution board means the signal is in steps of l0 - 28 = 0.039 volts. This

breaks down to a 0 volt input equal to zero and a 10 volt input equal to the digital

number 255. Since the board can only differentiate 0.039 volts or higher, if nunerous

signal changes of 0.035 volts occur, the system will not detect them. True resolution of

data acquisition boards can be as much as 2 bits lower than specified by the manufacure

when placed into a system Table 2.1 shows the resolution conversion for Analog-to-

Digital boards. It can be seen that more bits provide exonentially higher resolution. For

example, a 16-bit converter provides 16 times as many points as a 12-bit converter over

the same range (see Figure 2.4), 216 - 212 = 65,536 4,096 = 16.
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2-Bit
Conversion

3-Bit
Analog Conversion

5-Bit
Conversion

Figur 2.3 - Different Resolution

TABLE 2.1 - RESOLUM'ON CONVERSION CHART

Bits 2n % Full Least Significant
scale Bit, 10V Full Scale

1 2 50.0% 5.OV

2 4 25.0 2.5

3 8 12.5 1.25

4 16 6.25 0.625

5 32 3.125 0.3125

8 256 0.390625 0.0390625

12 4096 0.0244140 0.0024414

16 65536 0.0015258 0.0001526
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Sixteen

16-Biti

Data Points One 12-Bit
Data Point

Figure 2.4 - One 16-Bit Converter Comparison

A multiplexer irreases the input capability of the data acquisition board

-ibis is accomplished by increasing the number of available input channels to as high as

256 diffeeutial or 512 single-endedL A multiplexer can be useful if the computer used

for data acquisition has no available expansion slots or if there is a desire to expand an

existing system

One great advantage of using a PC with a data acquisition board is Direct

Memory Access. This allows transfer of data from the Analog-to-Digital board directly

into the PCs nmoiy at high speeds without involving the central processing unit.
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Analog-to-Digital boards support single-harnl or dual-chre Direct

Menoy Access. In single-charnel only a single 64K buffer is used to transfer data.

That means only 64Kbytes of data is collected for each test This data must then be

transferred to the P~s memory or hard disk before performing any other masurments.

Dual-channel mode is used for collecting high-speed data in a continuous mode. Here,

data is transferred to the first 64Kbyte buffer, but when it is full, the Direct Memy

Access switches automatically to the next buffer while simultaneously transferring the

first buffer information to the PC random access memory. The Direct Memory Access

switches back and forth to allow unlimited sample sizes. If very high speed data is input

to the Analog-to-Digital board, a first-in-first-out buffer enhances the Direct Memory

Access by storing data temporarily to avoid loss of data

a Smple awd Hold Cluit

The sample and hold section of a data acquisition board acquires and

stores signals from multiple channels of inputs for a very short instance of time. It is

used to stabilize the input of the Analog-to-Digital section during conversion. Any skew

between signals could lead to an incorrect portrayal of the signal gmerated by the device

under control. Most data acquisition boards sample a channel, switch the multiplexer to

the next channel, take a sample, and continue switching until all channels are sampled.

One can see there is a time delay between the first sample and all following samples

taken. A typical board with 16 channels and a l0psec sample time has a 160psec time

skew between first and last samples. To avoid timing errors, boards use simultaneous

sampling. Data is smpled on all channels at exactly the same time and is then held in
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a 1-sample per channel buffer umtil the Analog-to-Digital setion can scan the data.

Figre 2.5 shows conventional and siutnossample and hold cicuts.

InputsRepresentation

selectConventional

DO

SIutaeu SaplAadEol

Fiuen.a-Smpeanloloirug
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b6 Iipa C&oQlwrEoU

Connecting a data acquisition board to a circuit is not the same as

hooking up a multirnee with two tests leads. A data acquisition board is very sensitive

compared to a multimeter but recognizes small noise fluctuations as a true signal. To

help eliminate noise connection of the input signal to the data acquisition board is by one

of three configurations: single-ended (Figure 2.6), differential (Figure 2.7), or pseudo-

differential (Figure 2.8). Single-ended inputs are cost effective, true-differential offae

greater noise immunity, and pseudo-differential is a practical solution to most cable-

induced noise.

Single-ended inputs should be used when analog measurmnents are made

with respect to one common xtmal ground, and there is no practical way to bring both

a remote ground and the analog ground back to the Data Acquisition System. Criteria for

single-ended connection are: high-level input signals (greater than I volt), leads

connecting signals are fairly short (less than 15 feet), and all inputs share a common

source reference signal.[Ref. 6]

Tue-differential should be used when each input signal has its own

reference signal or signal return path. This configuration usually means the data

acquisition boards number of available channels is half the maximumn since each input

signal is tied to a positive and a negative connection point of the instrumentation

amplifier. Criteria for use are: low level input signals (less than 1 volt), input sensor is

physically removed from the Data Acquisition System (leads greater than 15 feet), and

when a sensor being measured requires a separate ground[Ref. 61
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External Connections AD Board

CHR0&®-W CHO0
CH 7 CH 7
CH8 CH8 High

CH15 0- - CHIS Inputs

Remote
GRD

iJumper

Analog Low

Figum 2.6 - Single-Ended Inputs

External Connections A/D Board

CH0 0- CR 0

CR 7 0-H C7
CH8 C CAnalog

CH 15 CH 15 Inputs

Signal,-) Remote
GRD GRD

Jumper  Jmper Low

AnlgAnalog M___Jumper_______ LOW__

GRD -GRD oT

Figure 2.7 - Pswudo-Diffauntialnputs
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External Connections A/D Board

CHO0 0-0 - CHO.
CH7 0--e - CH7
CH8 --

CH15 015
CH 8 0

CHi 150-

Sgnal 0  Remote0
GRD GRD_.J pr umper Low

Analg ampe Analog JumperLA
GRD GRD o,

Figure 2.8 - True Diferential Inuts

Psed-differential applies mainly to a configuration with leads going

through very noisy -viron-mts. Using this configuration references the signal source

to the system grod. A pseudo-differential connection is made when common lines of

all canls are tied to the signal ground. This rejects (common mode rejection) the noise

induced into the cable. Differential connections can help reduce pick-up noise and

inrease common mode signal and noise rejection.[Ref. 6]

c. Sdf-CdIbwIm of Data Acqsidion Bowr*

Equipment calibration is required periocically for all test equipment since

it is being used to com;e signals or values to an intenal known standard. Calibration
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of some data acquisition boards is accomplished using internal factory-set standards. The

analog inputs and outputs of the board have self-calibaion circuitry to correct for gain

and offset errors. It is also possible to calibrate out additional analog input or output

eors of time and tmeau drift during run time. Environmental changes of this type

are usually accomplished trough softwar That means no external circuitry is required

Internal references are used to ensure high accuracy and stability over time and

temperature. Factory calibration constants are pemanerly stomd in an onboard

EEPROM (electronically erasable and progranmi able read-only memry) which is not

modifiable. Some data acquisition boards allow a section of the EEPROM to store user-

modifiable constants. These user constants can also be restored to the original factory

settings if required.

3. Typici DIa Acqslo COmpur Sysimn

The typical bewcop digitizing instrument may consist of front-end and

sampling circuitry, memory, front-panel user inerface, CRT (cathode ray tube) saeen and

an IEEE 488 interface (a General Purpose Interface Bus, GPIB, used for controlling

electronic instruments with a computer). With the exception of the front-end and

sampling circuitry, a user can obtain more functional versions of the same conmnMts

via a PC equipped with data acquisition and analysis software. The software duplicates

the instnments display, front panel and data handling capabilities.

The heart of a Data Acquisition System is the computer. It is used to house

the data acquisition board, software, and also display the data. The rugged industrial PC

is growing in popularity and will add to the application of data acquisition. The decrease
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in PC prices with an increase in application power allow the PC to integrate, or surpass,

the built-in fumctionality of bechtop instruments.

A monitor as the display screen plays a vital role for Data Acquisition System

integration with the user. They are used to observe vital gauges or simple one output

grap* to multiple signals compared on one multi-plot grid graph- System inputs and

outputs can be viewed on the monitor to insur proper response.

4. Softwe

Data acquisition software has the ability to obtain and analyze data and

produce a hard copy of test results. Procedures can be repeated with consistent results.

This gives data acquisition software a trmnendous advantage over human data recording.

Data acquisition software makes it possible to automate most of a test process, reduce risk

of operator emror, and guarantee that measurement will be performed consistently. By

using software, automated analysis and data collection modifications to perform a

different testing procedure is easy. One Virtual Instrument can be applied to a variety

of others with little or no modification.

Development of Virtual Instruments are generally performed using graphical

user intrfaces. The softwar provides complete flexibility for tailoring the Data

Acquisition System to suit exactly what is required from a user. It is also versatile

enough to accommodate various insraments and data acquisition devices that will be used

in the system.

The software is critical to the reliability and high-perfomnance operation of

the Data Acquisition System. Virtual Instrument software provides an integrated tool for
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acquisition, analysis, and presentation to the user. Data logging to a disk, displaying real-

time control data, and online pafomance of data analysis is simplified into onesystem.

Most nufacturs have nentation driver libraries to operate their insrunts

which aid in development of user specific applications.

Data analysis finctions are used to remove noise pertmbations, correct for

data cmo ed by slightly defective equipment, and compensate for environmental effects

of temperaure and humidity. The software can then use the acquired information to

perform the following functions: signal gmeration, signal processing, digital filtering

numerical analysis, statistical analysis, and regression analysis. By combining any one

or all of these functions, a user can develop custom algorithms specific to one research

or educational application.

Designing a specialized application is modular and starts by selecting the

desired function blocks from a program library to build a software model. The libraries

contain analog inputoutput, digital inp utput, counting, data flow, comparison,

frequency, digital signal processing signal ueasurement and analysis, user interface and

display, and file input/output. By connecting these blocks together, a user can create a

control structure with pameters peculiar to the application. By showing voltage data on

one axis of a graph and time on the other, the Virtual Instrument appears to be an

oscilloscope, for eample. Or it could analyze an array of data using a Fourier transform,

and present spectral information, amplitude as a function of frequency, as a spectrum

analyzer does. Unlimited rm-time systems controlled by the same PC can be created

with just one copy of the softwme. The Vitul Instrument created usually is modular and
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hierarchical, allowing a Virtual Instrument to be a sub-Virtual Instnment within a Virtual

Instrumnt.

The interactive user interface, or front panel, imitates the panel of physical

instrments. This panl contains the knobs, buttons, graphs, and indicators to control and

display the signal. Panel data input is controlled by a mouse and keyboard The user can

change any job function at will to suit a wide range of applications. The flexibility of

the software is the greatest asset to the Data Acquisition System for future expansion.

New hardware may be purchased, but the software and the Vutual Instruments developed

remain the same.

5. Advatifges of a Computeized NMusuemut System

Changing from a manual to an automated measurement system, a user obtains

many benefits including the following,

• simplification of test lead hook-up.

* faster measurement speed.

* more accurate results.

* reduced random errors fiom operator fatigue.

• reduced manual handling of data.

" more interaction with theoretical calculations since the measured data is used
directly as an input.

* Turnaround time between measurement and final output of data is faster.

" greater ability to process, transfer, or store data.
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A V'rtual Insmnet is not the answer for every --esunm-t application.

Some applications may only be required to be performed once a year, for which a Vittial

Instrument design may not be practical due to time of development. In geneal, although

initial set-up for a Virtual Instrmment can be difficult once the design has been

completed, measurements are faster and easier. They also allow an expamen or

e t to be repeated many times using consistent measuring and control

techniques.
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lI DATA ACQUISITION USED IN A SIUDENT LABORATORY

A. CURRENT LABORATORY SEIUP USING TRADTONAL BENCHI"R

INSTRUMMS

Naval Postgraduate School's Electrical and Computer Engineering Electrical

Engineering course laboratory was designed for a student to perform tests using a variety

of test equipment, (Figure 3-1). Each piece is specialized for one purpose, such as power

supplies, function generators, fiequency generators, and oscilloscopes. During a student

laboratory session, each piece of equipment must be found, plugged in, turned on, and

output adjusted correctly for each experinmt For every experixnt performed, wires

must connect each piece of test equipment to the circuit. The current arrangement

requires that a student and instructor spend laboratory time setting up just to get to the

point of starting an experiment Performing the experiment also requires several changes

to the test equipment configuration used. The objection of the laboratory is to study

characteristics of electronic devices, not how to master a piece of test equipment.

The test equipment components used by each student requires a substantial amount

of test bench space. In addition, the large assortment of test equipment requires a

number of electrical sockets for power cords, further increasing confusion when moving

equipment.

While performing the experiment, the student must observe the circuits output,

answer applicable questions, and sometimes compare results with a manufacturer data
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sheet. Additionally, during various portions of the experimet the student must sketch the

input and output voltages versus time, noting the test equipment settings.

Benchtop Test Equipment

~Unit or Circuit
Under Test

Figure 3-1 - Curent Electrical Engineering Lab Setup

B. LABORATORY SEIUP USING VIRUAL INSTRUMENTS

Implementation of an electronics lab using Virtual Instruments can simplify the way

students and instructors perform experiments. The major obstacles of the present lab, (i.e.

finding equipment, hooking it up, adjusting output, and time spent drawing), are overcome

by using a PC, data acquisition board, and compatible analysis software. Ease of use and

control through software increase the professors electronic device instruction and the
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stidens hands on test time. When using Virtml Instruments, more test circuits can be

constructed by the student and verified during the laboratory.

The data acquisition laboratory setup utilizes an IBM compatible 80486DX 33MHz

computer, Super Video Graphics Adapter monitor, National Instruments AT-MIO-16F-5

Data Acquisition board and associated software, and LabVIEW for Windows program

development application software. The system runs under Windows with DOS 5.0. No

other software is required except for the video monitor drivers.

The lack of some studens knowledge of computers requires periodic maintenance

of hard drives to detmnine if unwanted files exist. Coruption of hard drives with added

software through misuse of students necessitates having a quick system to renew each

hard drive at the end of a new academic quarter. To allow software -minenac the

data acquisition laboratory has a backup system consisting of a Bernoulli UniveaI

Transportable Multidisk 150 and storage disks. This unit allows the school to maintain

a master and backup copy of all Virtual Instruments on two 150 megabyte removable

disks and be kept in a secure place. Any future changes to a Virtual Instrument can be

loaded on the master and backup disk and then transfeed to each PC. Hard drive

failures, such as computer viruses, resulting in complete re-formatting will be easier to

recover from if all the lab data is contained on one master disk.

The PCs have password protection via software and can only nm a Virtual

Instrment, not modify the Virtual Instrurmet fimction. The entire laboratory experiment

section of the course is placed in a class directory with individual Virtual Instruments

corresponding to each experiment The exriment write-up is also contained in the
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directory for print out in case the student forgets their instnuction sheet. Due to the

simple r of this lab, no floppy disk file saving function for the student was

implemented. All Virtual Instrument labs can be performed during the allotted time

period to eliminate saving of data.

The ten computer data acquisition laxoratory setups are comnected to one Hewlett

Packard LaserJet 4 printer by an automatic switching circuit for independent student

experiment output. Using a LaserJet printer simplifies the iructors grading since all

experiment results will be standardized. Analysis of waveforms is also easier for the

student when viewing a computer geneated hard copy output.
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Figure 3-2 - Data Acquisition Laboratory Setup
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1. Dea Acqusidon Com Specnt c

The ten PCs used for the laboratory utilize the VESA local bus, have 120

megabyte hard drives, 8 megabytes of RAM, 3 ' and 5" high density floppy drives,

and Super Video Graphics Adapter video cards. The PCs are housed in a medium tower

case to allow for the data acquisition board with external cable connection and future

expansion. Each PC has a 14" non-interlaced Super Video Graphics Adapter color

monitor, a mouse, and keyboard connected.

The Typhoon video graphcs card has 1 megabyte of display memory and

supports a resolution range from 640 x 480, 60 Hertz and 16.8 million colors to 1280 x

1024, 43.5 Hertz and 16 colors. Resolution is software selectable with the 800 x 600, 60

Hertz and 256 color setting selected for use in the lab to madimize the information

presented on the small 14" screen from the Vrtual Insftrinent of the experiment. This

setting is also used to allow sufficient character size for students to read displays.

The following is a list of the data acquisition board's major specifications:

* ±5 volt or 0 to +10 volt differential analog input range which is software selectable

* 15 volt power-off and ±25 volt power-on overvoltage protection

- programmable gains of 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100

- software controlled self-calibration

- 256-sample First-In-First-Out Analog-to-Digital Controller buffer

- 200 Kilosamples/sec sustained sampling rate

0 16 single-ended or 8 differential channels
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Virtual Instrumaet design to suport each experiment was limited to the dat

acquisition boards specifications. Two lab agerinents could not be constrtrd as

Virtual Instruments, the PN Junction clctristics of diodes and the curve tracing

eoxqrinxet with transistor. This was due to the high voltage (200+ volts) required to

place the devices in the break-down region for testing to check manufactrrs data sheet

ccterscs. The National Instnmedts board used has an output limit of 10 volts,

much lower than that required to bring a IN483B Silicon Diode or 2N3405 NPN

transistor into the breakdown region. Safety considerations were a main factor in not

iementing cuave tracing utilizing an exteral power source to drive the devices into

breakdown. Another limit was foind when one operimeit required two direct-cunent

voltages in addition to a sinewave. The board has the ability to output a nmxiinn of

two different signals. Although the board has two digital output pins with a constant +5

volts, the lack of voltage control and variation to those output pins would require

modification of the experimends required output.

2. Vitmi luhmmet Softwwm

The selection of LabVIEW for Windows as the primary data acquisition

software was based on its demonstrated perfomiance. LabVIEW is a program

development application similar to C and BASIC. The biggest difference is that

LabVIEW uses a graphical programming language, called G, to arate a program in block

diagramn form. The other applications use text-based languages to aeate lines of

code.[Ref. 7]
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LabVIEW is a genri-purpose. systemi with extensive libraries

of functions and subroutines for alnost any pranigtask. It also contains

application specific libraries for data acquisition, GPIB and seral instnimmt control, data

analysis data storage, and data presetaton. LAbVEW includes conventional programi

development tools to set a breakpoint, animate data, and single-step through a program

to ease debugging and program developmnent4Ref. 7]

LabVIEW calls the finished program Virtual Instrunmms since their

appearance and operation imitate actual istruments. The Vual hIstumnts are identical

to fu~nctions from conventional language prograins and have an interactive user intertilce,

a source code equivalent, and receive pararneers from higher level Virtual

Instrnaet (Ref. 7]

The interactive user interface is called the fiat panel because it simulates the

panel of a physical fintrument having knobs, dials, rnetes, and graphs. The block

diagram portion is a pictorial solution and source code of the prgramming problenm

constructed, in G{Rd. 7]

Using LabVLEW, a Virtual Itument is hierarchial and modular allowing use

as top-level programs, or subprogram within other applications. 'The icon and connector

of a Virtual Instrumnent work simnilar to a graphical pararneter list for othe Vir tual

Instruments to pass data back and forth to subVnrtual Instrumnents. Ibis adheres to the

modular programmin concept permitting an application to be divided into a series of

tasks. Each task can be broken down again into simipler subtask Virtual Instrurmts. The
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top-level Virtual Instrument then contains a collection of subVirtual Instrmnts

represeFting the applicatoi funictiL(Rd 7]

Since each subViitual Instnzntit can be executed riepmdently, debugging

is very easy. The independent aspect also allows low-level subVtual Instnunets to

pufonm tasks common to several applications so development of specialized subVirtual

Instrument sets may be applied to a variety of user specific applications. Instead of

paying for eqxemive updated electronic test equipnwt, LabVIEWs subVirtual

Instruments can be changed for the cost of the programmers tim.

Scientific analysis programs are not usually designed to be user-friendly.

LabVIEWs ability to model the behavior of traditional benchtop instunmets and create

automated test sequences simplify development for the inepwrienced progranm and the

expert. The use of icons for building a function are light years from the mudane

practice of writing hundreds of lines of code.
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IV. LABCRAIUY VIRUAL INSIRNEfI DESIGN USING LABVIEW

Each Virtual Instmunf designed for the Electrical Engineering Laboratory is

unique, but similar in function. This chapter will discuss details of Laboratory 3, Diode

Circuits and Applications, and the major differences of the other Laboratory designs.

Laboratory 3 was selected for the initial program ,in not for easy program developmet

but the requiement for simple circuit msurements, and signal sources. Appendix A has

each Virtual Instrunents front panel and block diagram program code. Appendix B

contains the student laboratory experiments using Virut Instamnents.

A. IABORATORY 3 DESIGN

The most complicated program design turned out to be Laboratory 3 since a variety

of test equipment was required to supply power and perform measurements. These

included a signal generator, oscilloscope, multimeter, and two power supplies.

Laboratory 3 program design started with the existing function generator Viatual

Instrument, included with LabVIEW. This Virtual Insuient was analysized,

restructured, and used as the basis for the specific needs of Laboratory 3. Construction

of a 500 Iz output sinewave of 10 volts peak-to-peak was the first step of resticturing

1. Sinewave Generation

Sinewave signal generation is accomplished by using the "comut waveformn"

Virtual Instrument The frequency was obtained by using a buffer length of 250 updates

at a 125,000.00 point rate input to the "analog output" (AO Config on block diagram) and
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"clock configration" (Clock Config) V'tual Instnents, (125,000.00 + 250 = 500).

These values were used to naximize the signal resolution.

Amplitude and type of waveforn was also required to generate a sinewave

output. The amplitude is set by the user from a frot panel digital controller limited to

±10 volts. This restriction is used throgout each laboratory Virtual Instrument designed

in this thesis since the data acquisition board used has these output limitations.

The waveform is selected from a ring control which associates unsigned 16-bit

integers with strings and pictures. This allows the user to choose an option from a

pictured list of waveforms. The value associated with the selected item is passed to the

block diagram where a case is selected from the "compute waveforn" Virtual Instrument,

(Figure 4.1 shows the block diagram of a case, while-loop, and sequence structur). The

cases include sine, square, triangle, and sawtooth waveforns. These are generated using

mathematical fommlas.

Upon waveform. selection, the voltage data generated by "compte waveform"

is passed as a two-dimensional array to "analog output write" (AO Write). This Virtual

Instunnent writes the voltage data to the buffer tobe available as an output to channel

zero. The buffered output is started by "analog output start" (AO Start) which calls

"analog outpt clock configure" (AO Clock Config) for a task number to configure the

output channel. Upon completion of the data sampling by a student, and stopping the

Virtual Instrument, the buffer is released for new signal generation by "analog output

clear" (AO Clear). Also, when the stop button is selected, channel zero is set to zero

volts by "analog output write one update" (AO 1-Up).
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Figure 4.1 - LabVIEV Block Diagram Structures

2. Dim Cmmt Geuewion

To produce the direct current voltage required for the experiment, the tue-

false case was used, (a numerical case strmutre may be used in a Virtual Instnmeant if

more than two cases are reque. The user places the direct curret voltage desired in

the DC Voltage digital controller. The true case is perfomed when front panel DC ON

is selected. This allows "analog output update channels" (AO One Pt) to write the single

voltage value selected by the user to channel one. The false case produces zero volts at

channel one.

3. Signal Display raphs

To display the input and output waveformns of the experiment, an oscilloscope

display is used. In order to display a signal, the channels selected, (input and output

waveforns for Laboratory 3), are applied to "analog input waveform scan" (Al Wave)

along with display scale limits, device (data acquisition board used), scan rate, and
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number of scans to acquii Analog input waveform scan acquires the defined number

of scans at the scan rate, and generates the voltage data for use on the transposed

waveform grap*

The waveform graph transposes the array to allow proper values for the x-axis

to be used as a time scale. The graph requires an aay consisting of an X. initial value

(set at 0.00), scan period, and actual voltage values acquired These elements are

assembled togedu" by the "bndle" function into a cluster before submitted to the graph.

The cluster, in the block diagm, groups related data elements to reduce wiring and

connection terminals. A cluster is comparable to a "stret" in the C language or a

"record" in Pascal.

The fnt panel waveform graph display (oscilloscope) x- or y-axis may be

scaled to Iperiy display the largest sigial to interpret data. This is accomplished by

using the LabVIEW operating tool (pointing finger) and selecting the maximum or

minirmm, value of either axis, then deleting that value, and typing in the desired value,

Part of the original Labormory 3 required the student to draw the transfer

characteristic of the circuit under test, voltage-out versus voltage-in. By using the index

array fmction, the voltage only portion of each input channel was extracted and combined

to form the transfer characteristic. This is displayed by an x-y graph frit panel function

when the transfer characteristic switch is placed in the ON position while the Vintal

Instnument is running
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4. Pkint Ott of Font PMe md Block DhWgun

The experiments front panel indications or oscilloscope displays may be

printed out by selecting "Print" from the File menu. The entire front panel or block

diagram can be printed out, including the digital control and graph settings.

A Hewlett Packard Lascjet 4 was used to print out the display. The

resolution was found to be much better without selecting the bit-map option from the

LabVIEW print menu. Font size or label placement printing were the only obstacles to

avoid. Although a front panel or block diagram on a monitor may appear to have all the

labels, actual screen contents printed out sometimes left partial words. Resizing the text

block or selecting a smaller font cleared these problems.

The most dramatic print outs are in color. LabVIEW block diagrams have

each icon and wire type displayed on screen in a different color to help distinguish

differmt finctions. When a Hewlett Packard 1200C color printer was used for printing

a Virtual Instnment, each wire could be differentiated, allowing easy trouble shooting of

the block diagrat

5. Fwnt Panel Cimnge 'Mile in the Ram Mbe

In order to allow the user to change wave pattern or the amplitude values

while the Virtual Instrumnt is running, a true-false case structure is used. Initial Virtual

Instrunent output channel setup and run is the true case. The false case allows the user

to change the front panel controls by waiting a of a second between front panel sampling.

This conserves central processing unit time needed to simultaneously run the other Virtual

Instruments for the experiment.
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6. Piableu FJCOUnI*

A second direct current source or a second signal generator could not be

simulated by the LabVIEW board for the design of Laboratory 3. The Laboratory could

include the second direct current source only if the sinewave signal was not used at the

same time. The only reason a sinewave along with two direct curnt voltages could not

be generated simultaneously is the two channel output limitation of the data acquisition

board used.

A second signal generator is required since the data acquisition board uses

only one clock for output signals. The experiment needed a squarewave and a sinewave

of different amplitude and different frequency. The amplitudes could be controlled, but

with only one output clock, two separate frequency's could not be generated. This is a

hardware limitation, not software.

These two problems could not be corrected by using the data acquisition board

purchased. The student must then use an additional power source and a second signal

generator for two different steps of the experiment

B. LABORATORY 2 DESIGN

Laboratory 2, Power Supply Claracteristics and Design, required an ungrounded

output signal from the source to test a bridge rectifier. The data acquisition board has a

ground pin for all input and output channels, along with a bias return used in the

differential mode. To allow an ungrounded connection, the signal output ground

(AOGND) pin was attached to the rectifier and not to the rest of the circuits ground
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terminals. This allowed full bridge rectification to be observed and tested since the

analog output voltages are refereced to the analog output ground pin.

Laboratory 3 was used as the core Virtual Instrurmt One requiremen for the

experiment is to determine the direct current output voltage of the rectified signal. The

Virtual Instrument acquires this by extracting the voltage array values and supplying them

to the alternating current and "direct current estimator" (AC & DC Estimator). The

estimator computes the direct current level of the input signal in volts, which is displayed

on the front panel DC Voltage meter.

C LABORATORY 4 DESIGN

The original Laboratory 4, Transistor (BJT) Characteristics, experiment required an

ammeter to obtain current values from the circuit. The data acquisition board will only

read voltage, so a 10 ohm resistor was placed in the circuit to read a voltage drop. This

voltage, with the resistor value, then could be used to determine the current by using

Ohm's Law, V = IR

The design in Laboratory 4 used a single "while loop" to control the two direct

current outputs and four front panel meters. The "while loop" is executed until the front

panel DC switch is placed in the OFF position.

Each direct current voltage output is controlled by the DC switch. Two true-false

case structures generate the voltage on channel zero or channel one. The true case uses

the Vcc or VB knob setting input for the voltage input to "analog output update channel"

(AO One Pt). The false case generates a zero volt direct current level.
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The front panel contains four meter movements corresponding to Vc, Ve, Vc, and

VB. Each meter has an input channel connected to obtain the voltage data. Each

channel's data is forwarded to the "analog input sample channel" (AI One PT) which

produces the scaled analog information displayed by the meter.

1. LABORATORY 6 DESIGN

The original Laboratory 6, Transistor (B ) Amplifier Design, experiment required

a direct current voltage of 24 volts. With the data acquisition board's maximum limit of

10 volts, the circuit required re-calculation of resistor values to obtain the desired output

signals.

Laboratory 3 was used to base this experiment's design. The circuit input signal

waveform was not included on the oscilloscope display since the output waveforns

observed are a much smaller amplitude, and the student is required to change the display

to help read these small signals. By eliminating the circuits input waveform, the graph

is much less cluttered.

The direct current voltage is generated the same way as in Laboratory 3. The DC

meter display obtains the voltage similar to Laboratory 4.

E LABORATORY 7 DESIGN

The major circuit component difference between Laboratory 6 and Laboratory 7,

Two Stage Transistor Amplifier, is the addition of a second transistor stage with the

required resistors and capacitors. The signal source and direct current voltage
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requirements are identical. This allows the Laboratory 6 Virtual Instrurnit to be used

as the basic instrument. The only modifications are on the front panel heading block.

F. LABORAIORY 1 AND 5 DIFITCULTS

Laboratory 1, The PN Junction Diode Characteristics Using a Curve Tracer, and

Laboratory 5, Transistor Curve Tracing could not be simulated with the data acquisition

board purchased. In order to drive a diode or transistor into the breakdown region,

voltages higher than the data acquisition boards limits are required.

Obtaining high voltages from external sources was not considered due to the safety

risk involved and the data acquisition boards input limitation. No Virtual Instrument was

designed for either Laboratory 1 or 5 because of this problem.

G GENERAL LABORATORY DESIGN COMIENTS

Each Virtual Instrument Laboratory front panel includes the required data

acquisition board connector pin assignmets. This is a quick reference for the student or

instructor to check circuit connections. The panel also has the experiment name and

number, and a section for the student's name.

The student would be able to run each Virtual Instrument while viewing the front

panel displays and indicators. The student would not be able to manipulate the block

diagram portion of any Laboratory since LabVIEW has a function to allow saving only

the front panel for running a Virtual Instru.ent This prevents the block diagram portion

of the Virtual Instrument from being modified by a student.
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While nmning any of the LAb toiy Virtual Inmsnimats, if an error 10609

(transferinProg) occurs the program will halt. This is a software obstacle that LVIEW

has with the data acquisition interface using Microsoft Windows. National Instrunnts

indicated a ftm version of LabVIEW will correct the problem. The error can not be

avoided, but stopping, clearing and restarting the Virtual Mstrwnet is required.
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V. FLEEr IMPLWFAMION

Is traditional bendhtop test equipment obsolete in the fleet Since the introduction

of the digital voltmeter in 1963, istument research has changed traditional benchtop test

equipment dranatically.[Ref. 8] When digital instniments first appeared in the Fleet in

the 1979Ys, repairs by Navy Electronics Technicians required less time to set up aid

diagnose as compared to deflection instruments. By bringing the test instrument to the

equipment, a technician saved time by not disconnecting and removing the equipment

from the space. But the test instrment still requires power supplied by the 60 hertz

shipboard distribution system. This is a problem if the malfunctioning piece of equipment

is located at the bottom of an access tik

A. DATA ACQUISTKN SYSIENS ABOARD NAVAL VESSEiLS

Data acquisition systems are now revolutionizing research and industry with more

versatility, speed, and storage of test data. Several traditional pieces of test equipment

can be combined into one data acquisition system to execute the various finctions. Using

the newest 80486 central processing unit allows the system to perform at an extmmly

fast rate. By employing a computer to sample data, storage of that signal data can be

accomplished easily by utilizing the hard drive or floppy disks.

If periodic equipment signal samples are retained on disk, an automatic histoy of

the equipment can be maintained by placing the data into a spreadsheet By comparing

the history files, equipment trends can be carefuly observed and regulated. This data can
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then be used to help monitor equipmnt daicration and avoid ac failures by

using analysis software to predict time of neplacami

Data acquisition systems help elimint shipboard weight since less equipmnt is

required to do the same job. Less space is requied for storage since ther are fewer

articles to store. And the cost is less than the required number of individual pieces of test

equiment

Downsizing of the Navy means less personnel to run a ship. Data acquisition

systems can assist one person acquire data, nm the tests, analyze the data, and gerte

a report After obtaining the data, most of the work con be accomplished in a workspace,

office, or anywhere away from distractiom. By sending the data to a shore facility,

fleetwide facts can be collected and diagnosed to help detemine tids for classes of

ships or particular equipmnt to aid in budgeted funds allocated for aint c. it is

easier to know in advance any negative trends in equipment to help plan money needed

to repair or replace.

Although it is easier to implement a new system on board new construction, data

acquisition systems are not that complicated, and do not require complete overhaul of

existing equipment in order to use it Ships under construction do not have to be the only

ones to benefit from a data acquisition systen. Existing ships may benefit more froi a

data acquisition system by using one to replace broken or missing test equipment Budget

cuts usually mean operations still continue, but maintenance funds suffer.
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. REVIIVEANE SYSTEM ADVANTAGES

Cttain Preventive Maintenance System (PMS) chocks can benefit since the

technician will spend less time performing a check, and could accomplish mom work in

one day. The data acquisition system can serve as a weekly, monthly and quarterly report

generator for completed PMS checks.

Actual PMS cards could be included on a separate disk. Equipment needed and

each step to perform would be displayed on the screen when a check was selectd Upon

reaching any step that requires observing an electrical signal, the data acquisition system

would transform into the specific test equipment Once the data is obtaied, the system

would revert back to the next PMS check.

Another variation could have two screns displayed simultaneously, one with the

test equipmet Virual nstrmnent, and the other with the PMS card. This would allow

the operator to perform the test and read peous steps, but not change screen views

completely and distract the operator.

Each PC has an internal clock which could provide a time stamp for PMS

completion. This would be logged automatically when the check is finished, avoiding

sailor forgetfulness. In order the cheat the system, a technician would have to alter the

system clock. This can be refrained from by using password protection for access to

system parameters.
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C surrABImI FOR SHIPS

Bacup power for a laptop data acquisition system is just anothe battery tack, so

shipboard power losses are not a problem. But using a laptop system in a damage control

mvironment may have drawbacks. Eltricians need a meter to verify power loss. A

data acquisition system may not suit the requirement for having a meter in a repair locker.

Surge protection is only required for the battery charger or base unit since the

laptop is portable. The laptop can be carried to the equipment to perform diagnostic tests

and data gathering

Each class of ship or major piece of equipment could have custom designed

displays and repms that would require less paper work for file mitenne. By using

software generated forms, the Navy could update form layout much faster, since there

would not be a need to deplete the stock of old forms in the fleet. This alone is a

substantial savings, becase there is no need to have eaqensive printing services for every

form update or correction.

Deploying new or updated weapons systems or machinery in the fleet requires

special attention to certain variables for monitoring prop operation. The required report

information will change over the life span of that piece of equipment Once the

equipmnt has 'roken in,' a new set of data is usually required. By having software

forms used, changing report information would be easier. The previous data collected

would still be retained and implemented in a history file.
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IR TRAINING

With each piece of new test equipment, opet- training is required A computer

data acquisition system could use a Virtual Instrument as an instructor for a self paced

course on signals and data gathering. Informative assistance tutorials included on a data

acquisition system would allow sailors to 'open a new screen' and view details on

obtaining signals that may have been forgotten. The sailor may now perform fewer

mistakes for lack of asking questions of supervisors, but looking at a help screen.

The data acquisition system software could be structured with sections containing

information on signals, report generation, equipmnit trends to be aware of; and warning

signs of equipment failure. The PC can also be used for the usual functions of word

processing.

With shipboard divisions having a vast assortment of equipment to maintain, very

little time can be spend learning each piece's peculiarities. Having a system with a

history immediately available to brief a person would enhance any classroom knowledge

gained. Using computer equipment history data to expand experience can only poote

a more efficient running ship.

E OBSTACLES TO OVEROME

One big disadvantage of data acquisition systems in the military is calibration.

Although a data acquisition board's EEPROM is calibrated at the factory, can a ship

perform a check on that calibration standard? Will the system have to be sent off for fine

tuning at a regular interval, and waste more time, or, can a ship have electronic standards
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for in-hous calibration? Any data acquisition system replacing test instruments will cut

the number of items requiring calibration.

Rugged industry PCs are currmtly being produced that meet mil standards, and can

withstand shipboard abuse. But weight and dinensions must be minimized to avoid risk

of damage and disturbanc from transporting it from shop to equipment when going

trough small accesses.

One data acquisition board is not able to control a magnitude of ranges of carrt

and voltage aboard ship. Voltages enountared are from a few microvolts for ar'tna

signals, to hmdrds of volts eeiqericed in a ship distribution system, and currents can

be found with the same extrems. If a data acquisition system is employed, several

acquisition boards would be required, one for low value acquisition, another for medium

values, and one for high values. The boards could all be inside one compute in a repair

shop, or installed within several laptop mputers. Each laptop could be used for a

specific range of values, similar to multminers and power supplies. This does not limit

a data acquisition system, but expands the capabilities of the system, allowing greater

flexibility.

The ultimate design would have a special adapter on the rnachinery to plug the data

acquisition system into, like auomobile diagnostic hook ups, to determine if the

equipment is defective, and then diagnose the problem. This would be similar to the

system found on new aircrat

The quantities of electronics encountered on board a naval vessel vary so much in

variety and magnitude that a data acquisition system can become a universal instrument
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having a very large namuing rang. It may not elimite every piece of test cquipot,

but the advantages for replacing most ot weigh any disdvantage.
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VL ONCLUSIONS, REO(X]M ATIONS AND FUnR RESEARL

A. CONCLUSIONS

The requirement to build and implement a data acquisition system for the

Electronics Engineing course laboratory was achieved and generated considerable

enthusiasm from staff and students. The selection and use of available software and

hardware proved to be a substantial improvement over the current manual hook-up of test

equipment and test circuits.

Designing a single screen V'tual Instmnt for input and output of various

experiment signals proved to be a challenge. One goal was not to have a sauent flip

betwen computer screes to rim an individual step of an oqiment. Everything for that

step, function generator, oscilloscope input and output signals, and direct-current voltage,

should be available on one screen for viewing and adjusting.

Design of each Virtual Instrunmt started with the presenly used test equipment.

By looking at the experiments and determining the functions used on the test equipment,

portions of the equipment sinmated that had no influence on the experimn were

eliminate Software based instruments have the ability to place only the functions and

controls one would want on the V'rtual Instnment. The customization available for each

application is one of the best advantages of using a Virtual Instrument.
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1. cboi System

When this thesis was first envisioned, all existing test equipment for the

Electronics Engineering laboratory was believed to be replaceable with data acquisition

systems. Once the equipment was purchased, some limitations were found. The largest

problem was not being able to simulate a curve tracer, the most expensive piece of test

equipment to replace.

Although curve tracer fundamentals can be imitated with this system, the high,

200+ volt, requirement to drive a diode or transistor into its breakdown region was not

feasible for duplication. Extemal power supplies, to provide the high voltage, were ruled

out due to the extreme safety hazard posed to personnel. Future experiments simulating

a curve tracer appear to be limited. Simulations of the curve tracer's output can be

displayed by the data acquisition system. But the student would not be able to acquire

the actual parameters of the specific transistor they would use in the design an

experimental circuit.

At the time of selecting a data acquisition board, no company, from whom the

board might be purchased, suggested or required a particular brand of computer or

peripheral equipment. The only selection guidelines given were whether to use IBM

PS/2s, IBM clones, or Apple Macintoshes. IBM clones were selected, not only due to

limited funds, but also because most students have experience using an IBM type

computer. Another factor was the proposed expansion of using this software in other

engineering laboratories to facilitate standardization of Virtual Instument based

expetimes.
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Out of the eleven computer systems purchased, 5 computers had one or more

defects, see Table 7-1. Observe from the table that one computer did not boot-up .rectly

out of the box. It was wondered how that system was tested prior to shipment. It should

be noted that these were computer systems purchased new, to be used exclusively for this

laboratory.

Testing of the computers isolated most defects. These defects were placed

into the three computers suspected of bad motherboards and sent back to the company.

The computers have returned and there is still a problem with two, they do not run the

LabVIEW software correctly. This appears to be the motherboard's tolerance level, since

all computer systems are identical, and swapping parts does not solve the problem.

Diagnostics performed on the system did not find any flaws with either computer, but the

problem still exists. Isolation of the actual area of fault is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The remaining computers have had no difficulty running LabVIEW, the applications, or

the acquisition board.
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TABLE 7-1 - COMPUTER FLAWS

Number
of Problem

computers

2 Hard Disk Drive/Controller Failure

1 Bad SMIM

I Would Not Boot Up, New From Box

2 Not Compatible With Acquisition Software

I Will Not Boot Into LabVIEW From Windows

1 Bad 3 " Disk Drive

I Auto-Rebooted, Independent of Operator

2. Softwame

Finding a compatible software for the desired acquisition board was not a

problem for use with this thesis. The same company, National Instruments, was selected

for both. Although there are many companies with similar acquisition software,

LabVIEW offered substantial savings since it was purchased for educational use.

All V'ntual Instruments were created referencing the user manuals. The

simple hook up of icons to develop a Virtual Instrument showed that the software is very

user friendly for non-programming type people. The nine user manuals gave an in-depth

logical understanding of how to develop and run Virtual Instruments. Virtual Instrument

design, using icons, was much easier than writing hundreds of lines of code to perform

the same function. The software performed better than anticipated for the laboratory

experiments.
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3. Ihidae

The acquisition board selected did not have an adequate number of. output

channels for some of the exprimmts. The board selected could produce the signals, but

the number of signals was not taken into account for each particular expmrent. The

board used had a sufficient number of input channels, but having only two output

channels did limit a few experiments. One required an additional external power supply

to complete the testing. This could have been avoided by more research comparing each

experiment's requirements with the available boards specifications.

4. Ialaxrtiy

The finite time available and limited offering of the course prohibits this thesis

from any practical analysis of Virtual Insannent designs. The practical application will

come from the student using and comparing the computerized test methods with their

experience employing benchtop test equipment.

The system was demonstrated to, and used by, the laboratory technicians who

found the simplicity of running a Virtual Instrument enjoyable. They commented that the

data acquisition system with the LaserJet output was a big imprtvement over setting up

and adjusting test equipment, and manual sketching of waveforms. It was also noted that

the laboratory experiments were completed faster by using a software based system.

A few students were asked to run several experiments using the data

acquisition system and compare it to the manual method. The student opinions were all

f vorable towards the data acquisition system. They commented positively of the ease

of use, speed of hook-up, high quality output, and simple signal selection. The only
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minor item of criticism was the combinations of color for the screen. These we

changed to help distinguish input and output signals.

EL REOOMAENDATIONS

I. ODmpuder System

The problem with purchasing computers from a modest business, is their

quality margin for selling small quantities of items. Due to the limited volume of sales,

some small businesses make money by installing products with a marginal quality level.

If one part is tested alone, the part would not fail very often. But combine a multitude

of marginal pieces together and the system fails frequently. This degrades system

reliability many more times than using a single marginal part

It is recommended that complete specifications for at least the motherboard, central

processing unit, input/output controllers, video cards, and random access memory be

included in the purchase order to eliminate a vendor using less than desirable parts. It

is noted that just specifying particular items will not guarantee the part is premium

quality, but the odds are more in favor of having a total system that responds as

anticipated.

2. Softime

No recommendation is required for the software since it performed beyond

eqectations. It was not shown whether purchasing from the same manufacturer of the

data acquisition board had any advantage over purchasing compatible software from a

different vendor. There was no other acquisition softwarebardware combinations
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available to test and compare. No problem was encountered, or expected, with the

compatibility of the selected board and software operating together.

A bonus to the software would be to include sound. Although it is not needed

by this laboratory, other courses study amplifiers and soundwaves. The ability to use a

data acquisition system with an audible feature could enhance the students ability to

undetand some electronic and soundwave piinciples. But this feature is best

implemented into the software by the m.

3. Ekdwme

If a data acquisition board is under consideration for a laboratory course, it

is recommended to select a board with higher resolution and a greater range of selection

for voltage and current. Safety considerations need to be looked at closely if values are

needed above 35 volts and 0.1 amperes.

4. lAbonrtly

The entire laboratory setup needs to be tested under full utilization by a class.

Until the laboratory setup is completely running in a student environment it cannot be

determined if each Virtual Instnmenrt has all flaws eliminatecL Finding faults in the setup

is easier if the software is placed in everyday use.

The laboratory has the capability for a tutorial designed to step through a

V'rtual Instrument session. This would be especially suited if more than one class or

department standardizes laboratory software. By using one main acquisition software for
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a variety of engkncn classes, quarterly studax t software learning curves are eliminied

allowing mor time for instruction of course material.

C FUlUWRE SEARCH

The software and hardware selected for this thesis is also available for Sun

workstations. Future research could determine if using a workstation for a stuckat

laboratory is feasible. Setting up a workstation laboratory using data acquisition software

and hardware with specialized signal analysis software could result in rapid thesis design

applications. A drawback is the possible high cost

Actual application of a data acquisition system using laptop computers on board a

naval vessel would be another area of future research. Elimination of equipment and cost

reductions, as noted in this thesis, can be directly applied to imp in g this system on

board a ship.

If a laboratory requires use of specialized pieces of test equipment, VXIbus (VME

extensions for instaumentation bus) compot should be researched. This instrumnt-

on-a-card standard was introduced in 1987. They are high-performance, sophisticated

insruments that combine with GPIB (Geral Purpose hitface Bus) equipment and data

acquisition boards. Combining these instruments with data acquisition software can

expand electronic research areas.

1. Fu~herAplicaiom

Most colleges or universities do not need highly technical measuring devices

for basic electronics laboratories. TR als generated and tested are very ordinary,
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usually 60-1000 hertz and ±10 volts. Any mechanical or electrical laboratory having

signals with these characteristics should look into using a data acquisition sy'-tern to

produce the signals. The prime purpose of a basic electronics laboratory is to experiment

with elementary electronic devices. Having a data acquisition system reduces the

dndgery of hooking up test equipment and increases the quality of student experiment

output.

If more classes or depatmnents use the same data acquisition systems, active

learning could be incorporated by making laboratory exercises inteactive between them.

The school could have integrated engineering workstations designed to increase

development productivity.

The Navy Electronics Technician and Electrician 'A' and 'C schools, and other

Navy electronics schools, could also benefit by using a data acquisition system over

bes . Although the data acquisition system is not currently in the fleet,

learning test equipment fundamentls through Virtual Instuments has many advantages

over bernc e:st equipment. The benefits discussed throughout this thesis apply.
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APPENDIX A - FlW PANEL DEPILAY AND BLOCK DIAGRAM

Mis Appendix contains the front panel display and the associated block diagrm=

as viewed by the use. Each fiont panel printout shows the switch and oscilloscope

placent, and the initial control knob and indicator setting. Actual p6=vmt of each

front panel comnent on the screm does not affect any block diagram wiring. Deletion

of a front panel switch or display will cause the associated block diagram icon to

disappear also, causing a broken run time amow. The Vrtual Insaument will not finction

until the faulty wiring or missing item is replaced. For these reason the Laboratoiy user

front panel has been saved in a nm only mode, no modification to the panel will be able

to be saved by the usr.
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AP1 DIX B - LABORATORY E EMENrS

Appendix B contains each Laboratory used with Virtual Instruments. The

experiments have remained the same from the orginal Electronics Engineering course

with the exception of voltage and resistor values. Each expeiment is allotted one

laboratory period (3 hours) for completion.

The Laboratorys that use the curve tracer have not been included since those do not

involve any Vrtual Instrwnents and remain as fut designed
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PIO SUPPLY C ARACI1R AND DESIG

In the first part of this experinnt we will study the output chwactistics of a dual in-line
full-wave bridge rectifier constructed using four silicon diodes enclosed in an epoxy case.
We will also observe the effect of a capacitor filter, varying the load resistance, and the
effects of converting the circuit into a "regulated" power supply by shunting a zener diode
aross the output terminals.

In the second part you will design, build, and test a capacitor filtered bridge rectifier to
supply 5 volts, 60 Hz, at 1 mA of load current with a ripple of less than 1.0V p-p.

You will also be required to improve the regulation of your dc power supply design by
adding a Zener diode regulator.

Computer station with LabVIEW for Windows
Diode bridge rectifier (VM18)
Resistors (as mled for by design)
Capacitor (as called for by design)
4.3 volt Zener diode (1N5229)
Decade Resistance Box

Select LabVIEW From the Windows menu. Double click on the LabVIEW Icon. When the
"Untitled I" screen appears, choose Qen. from the Flue menu. Open the 2200IARILB file.
Select and open LAB2 Pwr SW~iy (mr & DesigLVL When the front panel appears, use the
Opiening tool (pointing finger) to select the sine Waveform by clicking on the up or down
arrows. Place the tool over the line on the Amplitude knob, click and hold left mouse button and
"rotate" full CW to 10.0 volts. Change o'scope display y-axis to 5.0 volts maximum value by
placing tool over cuen value, then clicking left mouse button once, delete the cunuit value, and
type in 5.0. Click once outside the display to accept value.
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Pin 201[

200 ohm
VN Pin 3

; .0

Pin 23
LCIN5229 R' 0
a - - b

1 Power SulRy Gnldt

PARIk

PR(XCEDI 1RF

l.a. Connect the signal source to the bridge, pins 20 (+) and 23 (-). Do not ground the output
of the source to any circuit ground.

b. Complete the circuit connections of Fig. 1 (section a or' with RL set at 10K and without
the capacitor). Connect pins 3 (+) and 4 (-) to obtain L tput waveform. Click on the
Run button to start the VI. Observe the output waveform and notice the DC output voltage
on the meter. "Push" the Stop button to freeze the VI. (Compare the meter reading with
that predictable from the output waveform.) Print the front panel by selecting Print from
the ile menu. When the print menu appears, select AU, then Prnt; bit map printing is not
required.

2.a. Connect a 10 tf capacitor in parallel with the load resistance as shown in Fig. a. Rmn the
VI. Note the value of the peak-to-peak ripple voltage. Stop the VI. Observe the output
rectified voltage on the meter. Pant the front panel as above. (Explain any output changes
produced by the addition of the capacitor. Compare the obtained ripple voltage with that
predictable from theory.)

b. Repeat the above step with Rt set at 1K and then decrease down to 500K2as you run the
VI. (Explain all observed output changes as RI is progressively decreased. How does the
"regulation" of this circuit compare with that of the circuit with the unfiltered output?)
Stop the VI.
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3. Connect part b of Fig. l.a to the rest of the circuit with the load resistance RL moved to
the output.

a. With k set at 10K, RIm the VI. Observe arid note the output waveform and DC neter
voltage. (Compare all results with those obtained in Part 2a.).

b. Vary the circuit input voltage downward from 10 volts, the up/down arrows beside the
digital amplitude display can fine tune voltage. Describe the pa= of the output
waveform and voltage changes as vN is progressively decreased, noting any significant
change(s) in this pattern. (Is the pattern predictable from theory?) Stop the VI when
completed.

c. Restore the circuit input amplitude to 10 volts. Observe the output characteristics with 1&
set at lK and then at 500n as youl Rm the VI. (Discuss the results and correlate any
observed changes with theory as 1& is reduced. Describe and justify any differences in the
"regulation" of this circuit compared with that of Part 2b.

PARTL

You are required to design a power supply that will provide the following:

1. 5 volts dc, 60 Hz with a ripple of less than 0.5V p-p.

2. Improve the regulation of your dc power supply by adding a Zener diode regulator.

1. Before coming to the lab: Complete the design of your filtered rectifier on paper using
standard component values. Draw your circuit, labeling all pertinent values.

2. Build and test your power supply circuit following the preceding problem for VI setup.
Run the VI to obtain your waveforms. Ensure you Stop the VI before adding or removing
any components. 'fake data, using pin 3 as pos (+) and pin 4 as neg (-), that will enable
you to find (directly or indirectly) the following: VI, VPIV, IL, I and % regulation.

3.a. On semilog paper plot Vd vs. RL for values of R ranging between 500 ohms and 100K
or larger. Explain the results.

b. On linear paper plot V& vs. Vp for various values of Vp with RL = 5K (You may Rim the
VI while increasing or decreasing Vp using the Amplitude knob.) Explain the results.
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4. Improve your regulation by adding a 4.3 volt Zete diode (1N5229) and a resistor to your
original dc power supply design. (You will want to increase Vp as well.)

Repeat step 3 noting the improved regulation. Draw your new circuit, labeling all pertinet
values. Explain why the results of steps 3 and 4 are different.
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Eqpetimet 3

DIODE CIRCIIIS AND A1ICATIONS

OBIEtlF£E

In this eeriment, you will study the use of diodes as switching elements in the following
circuit applications: clipping, clamping voltage doubling and gating. You will observe the
input and output wavefoms versus time and obtain transfer plots of the output versus the
input voltage of the circuits.

EQLHEM*

Computer with LabVIEW for Windows and Connector Block
HP 721A Power Supply
Wavetek 142 Signal Generator
Resistors (different values)
Capacitors: 0.1 pF & 100 IF (2)
2 - IN483B Diodes

Select LabVIEW From the Windows menu. Double click on the LabVIEW Icon. When the
"Untitled 1" screen appears, choose Qpen.. from the M1le menu. Open the 2200LABIB file.
Select and open IAB3 Diode Gnhts & VApeiciioL. When the front panel appears, use the
Openng tool (pointing finger) to select 10.0 volts by clicking on the Amplitude (peak) up arrow.
Ensure the sine Waveform is selected.

PROEDURF

A. Cipping Apokadon:

1. Build the first circuit to be studied shown in Fig. 1. It is a basic rectifier circuit wherein
a finite dc output component is obtained by balfwave clipping of a sinusoidal input voltage.

a. Connect the input voltage to the circuit, pins 20 (+), 23 (-). Use pin 3 (+) and pin 4(-)
to observe input signals, and pin 5 (+) and pin 6 (-) for the outputs. Connect pins 1 and
2 to the other negative (-) pins for the entire eiq ment.

b. Apply the VI voltage to the diode circuit by clicking on the Rln button. Observe the input
and output voltages versus time on large o'scope screen. Does the half-wave clipping level
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deviate noticeably from zero? Stop the VI by clicking on the Stop button. Explain any
deviation. What is the average or dc value of this half-wave rectified output?

Pn 2 i Pin 5
Pin 2 100 Kohm

VIN VUT
Pin 23

TPin 6

F%=ui 1 - Basl Rcifier

c. Observe the plot of the transfer character of the circuit, i.e., a plot of Vo versus Vi, in the
lower left corner by tuing ON the Trans'r Characterist:ic switch and then lb. the VI.
Stop the VI. Change small oscope display y-axis to 10.0 volts maximum value by placing
Opening tool over current value, then clicking left mouse button once, delete the current
value, and type in 10.0. Click once outside the display to accept value. Do the same for
the x-axis maximum value using 12.0 as the new number. Relate the clipping action
observed in Part b with the pattern of the transfer characteristic. Print the front panel by
selecting Pnt from the Fle menu. When the print menu appears, select All, then Print,
bit map printing is nWt required.

2. Set up the clipping circuit shown in Fig 2 using a 10 volt peak Vi and a VRof 3 volts.
Set VR by clicking on the up arrow of the DC voltage box until 3.0 is obtained. Connect the DC
voltage by using pin 21 to the diode. Turn the DC power on by clicking above the DC switch.
lm the VI. Observe the Vo waveform and the transfer characteristc. Stop the VI. Change
o'scope display to obtain fill transfer characteristic, (5.0, -12.0 for x- and y-axis). P dt the front
panel as in 1.c above. Reverse the polarity of VR by clicking on DC voltage down arrow until -
3.0 is reached. Rm the VI and repeat these observations. Correlate the results with theory.
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Pi 0 100 Kohm Pin5

VIN Pin 21F OUTPin 23 t i

V 1  Pin 6

Fgm 2 - COiping Giuit

3. Change the DC voltage to +3.0. Modify the circuit of Fig. 2 by paralleling the diode - VR
string with a second diode in series with a dc source provided by the HP 721A and using the (+)
and (-) outputs, ensure the IHP 721A MEER RANGE is set on 10 VDC. Design this circuit to
provide a symietrically clipped output waveform with maxinm and minimum values of +3 and
-3 volts, respectively. lbm the VI and observe the waveform, adjusting both HP 721A and the
DC Voltage as requirecL Stop the VI whe proper output is obtained. Draw your circuit and
Pint the front panel output wavefornms. Compare the average dc output level of this circuit with
that obtained with the circuit of Part 1.

4. Restructure the clipping circuit to provide Vo maximum of +5 volts and a minimum of +2
volts. Pit your results and draw your circuit.
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B. a Applitions:

Fig. 3 shows a basic clamping circuit.

i 0.1 microF Pin 5
Pin 20

Y N R, VOUT

Pin 21 - Pin 6

F~m 3 - C~mii Caf
5. Set up the circuit using a square wave input of 5 V. at a frequency of 500 Hz (frequency
is automafically selected). Obtain the output waveforms using resistor values of 15ka and l50kQ
respectively. Run the VI. Stop the VI to Pt the wavefons, then note the zero level of both
printouts. Reverse the diode and with R = 150kd Rim the VI, Nit the output wavefom.
Explain the differences in output waveforms obtained with the different circuit arrangements.

6. Restrcture the circuit of Fig. 3 to provide an essentially square wave output that is
top-clamped at +2.5 volts. Draw your circuit design and Nut the obtained output waveform.

C Voltage Doubling Applicadom:

7. Build the circuit shown in Fig 4, applying a 5 VP, square wave input, pin 20 (+) and pin
23 (-). Observe and then Pftt the output at point a, then point b. How does this output compare
with your prediction?
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b
10 icroF Pin 5

YN RE VOUT
Pin 23

Pin 6

Figue 4- Voltage Doumig Ciruit

D. Cat ApilikioiE

8. Fig. 5 shows a gating circuit wherein a control voltage VG determnines the passage of a
signal Vi from the input to output tminals. Let VG be a square wave of 10 Vp at a frequecy
of 500 Hz from the VI and V, be equal to 5 sin 27 10,000)t delivered fin a second gmerator.
(The second generato's output may be checked by connecting its output to pins 3 and 4, and
connecting pins 5 and 6 together to avoid channel cross talk) Print the input and output
wavefonms and explain the operation of the circuit.

Pin 20 10 Kohm
VIN 0N~ -

10 Kohm Pin 5

VG 0 
VOUT

Pin 3 Pin66

Pin 23
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TRANSISTM ( Hr) CHARACIERNIKS

In this eXPerinet you will study the cwtet-voltage relations of an NPN transistor in a
co-mnon-emitt circuit configurtion. Sets of input and output scs and the
transfer charateristic will be obtained to provide information pertaining to both the static
and dynmic operation of the device.

EQUdaa

Computer Station with LabVIEW for Wmdows and C4ncr Block
Resistors (different values)
Transistor (2N3405 BiT)

Select LabVIEW From the Wndows menu. Double click on the LabVIEW Icon. When the
'Untitled 1" screen appem, choose Qn.. from the Fe menu. Open the 2200LABLLB file.
Select and open LAB4 TMMLOr (WD CW.VL

PROCEIIRE

1. -Conect the circuit as shown in Figure 1, enmure all ground pins (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 23)
are connected together.

a. As indicated, Re and Rc are to have a nominal value of 100kg and 1OQ respectively.
However, because they will be used to evaluate IB and Ic a more precise value should be
deternined by o1mmeter IUraement and the measured resistance should be used in the
computations involving IB and IC.

2. Set Vcc at 5 volts. Click the DC switch to ON, then Run the VI. Obtain sets of data from
the meters while varying VB in steps of 2 volts, fiom 0 to 10 volts, click DC switch OFF when
completed (The meter scales may need to be changed for needle movement.) Record the
measured values of VcE and VB and then cwpt the g values of Tc and 1B derived
from the relationships: IB = (V - VW,)% and IC = (VC. V- YRC
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3. To obtain the transfer characteristic, use the data obtained to make an Ic versus I8 graph.
Determine the dc curn ratio of N3 = I011 in the vicinity of the static operating point using a
value of IB = 151rA- At this point mate from the slope of the grph drawn, the dynmic
curMt ratio, &3.= AI=CAIB. Note any difference in the two 13 values. Estimate the & value at
IB approximately equal to 25 !A Is there a measurable difference from that obtained at the lower
1B level?

10 Ohm
2N3405AA

P C c4 Pin 9: iCE .. CP2

Pin 20 RB BVV
BE cc

VEBB

BB

Pins 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, & 23

Fgur 1 - B17 Gmrit

4. To Obtain an input current-voltage characteristic. use the data obtained in Part 2 to make
an 'B Versus VBE grp* How does the curve compare with a typical forward-biased diode
current-voltage characteristic? At the operating point 'B =l5p&A estimate the dynamic input
resistance, r, = AVB2IL&iT. Does ri vary significantly with change in the operating point to either
a much lower or a Much higher IB level?

5. Shift Vcc to 10 volts and again take data for an input cun-voltage characteristc. Plot
this data on the same set of coordinate axis as in Part 4. Any noticeable shift in graph position
with change in Vcc is attributable to internal interaction from output to input. TIhis effect can be
specified as a dynamic reverse voltage transfer ratio, AVBE/AVcE. Determine this ratio at an IF,
level of 15 jiA.
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6. Set VBB = 10 volts and vary Vcc in steps of 2 volts, from 2 to 10 volts, to acquire the
output cuent-voltage characteristic for a fixed value of base current. Record the cortsponding
values of VCE and Vcc to determine Ic and then make an Ic versus Vcc graph. Label the graph
with the fixed IB value. What approximation is involved in assuming that this graphresents
an output characteristic of the transistor, i.e., a plot of Ic versus VcE?

7. Complete a 3-curve set of output characteristics by repeating the above procedure with Vw
equal to 7 volts and 4 volts respectively. Describe how this set of characteristics can be used to
estimate the & value of the transistor. Make this estimation around approximately the same
operating point used in Part 3. Compare the results.

8. The slope of the output characteris-tics determines the dynamic output resistance of the
transistor, specified as r. = AVcE/Al. Evaluate this parameter using the graph obtained in Part
6 in a range around the operating point Vcc = 6 volts.
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Expeimet 6

TRANSWM ( BI") AMMER DESIGN

QRFECITVE

In this eqxxent you will design a BJT a Common Emitter Amplifier to specifications
and test it for proper biasing in the active region, signal amplification charactistics and
operational stability.

EQUPMM1~o

Computer Station with LabVIEW for Windows and Connector Block
2N3405 BJT
Resistors (different values as determined by design)
Capacitors (different values as shown in the circuit)

Select LabVIEW From the Windows menu. Double click on the LabVIEW Icon. When the
"Untitled 1 screen appears, choose Open. from the Fle menu. Open the 22001ALIB file.
Select and open LAB6 Tnmistor (BJI) Amp Design.Vl

I )EDRE

1. In the circuit of Figure 1, determine suitable resistance values for R0 RE, 11t, Rm to meet
the following design specifications:

a. VEQ = 1/2 Vcc
b. I z 3mA
c. Vc c not to exceed 10V
d. hF RE z10 R (RB is the parallel combination of RBI and R)
e. Vw > 5Vm ( VB is the Thevinin voltage at the BJT base)
f. Rc or selected to maximize the small-signal voltage gain

2. Utilize the 2N3405 transistor for which you have previously obtained a photograph of
output chiaacteristics from a curve-tracer display, Lab 5. (Retake or plot an Ic - VcE
Characteristics if it is not already available.) Locate the specified operating point on the
graph and estimate the h value. Also obtain, for later use, a second 2N3405 transistor
with an identified hF value that differs from your first by at least 100.
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3. Set up the circuit with the selected components. Use ohmmeter measure n its to dmine
specific resistace values. Set the DC Switch to 10 volts and tum the switch ON. Rm the
VI. Using pin 7 and the DC nter, measure VE and dermine IQ then compare the
measured values with those specified in the design. Stop the VI when complete.

_____ ____ ____ cc

Pin 21
RI Rc 10 microF

100 Kohm 10 microF
-- I % - H ( -2N3405

+I Pin20 Rs Cc1 E VOUT

V S VIN R R B2  -47 microF
<'=RE CE

- Pin 23 T Pin4

I -PPin24

4. Submstute the second transistor in the circuit Rm the VI and measure Vcq and I[q.
Stop the VI. Compare the percent change in IQ with the percen change m hF and
comment on the relative stability of the bias of the circuit. Which of the design
specifications given in Part I is primarily responsible for the degree of stability obtained?

5. Ground pin 7. Using your original transistor, apply a 500 Hz sinusoidal signal, from pin
20, to the circuit as shown in the diagram. Ra the VI. Examine the output voltage
waveform with the oscilloscope display and set the iput signal amplitude at a sufficiently
low level to provide a linear amplifier response.
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6. With the VI running, use the oscope display and measure V, V, and Vo and then derive
the voltage ratios V/V,, Vo/V and VoAV. Stop the VI. From the voltage divider ratio,
V/V, determine a value for K, the transistor's input resistance, paralleling the R network
Use this resistance value, together with your known value of h, to calculate VA/V.
Compare this calculated voltage gain with your measured value.

7. Repeat the measurements and calculations of Part 6 with the second transistor in the circuit
and make the corresponding comparison of calculated and measured data. Justify the
relative effects of the 1 changes on the measured gain Vo/V and V/Vj and then on the
calculated R.

8. Remove the emitter-leg bypass capacitor, CE, and restore your original transistor in the
circuit. Repeat the measurements and calculations of Part 6. Justify the change in K and
the resulting changes in the voltage gain ratio V/V, affected by the removal of CE.

9. Repeat the procedure of Part 8 with the second transistor in the circuit. Justify the
observed effects of the h change and compare them with those obtained in Part 7 with
the bypass capacitor in place. Comment on the gain stability of the two circuits.

10. Using your original circuit, increase the input signal until the output signal begins to show
distortion. Estimate the amplitude of this output voltage. Then further increase the input
signal to the extent necessary to obtain a distortion effect on each peak of the output wave.
Now refer to your Ic - VcE characteristics and, locating the quiescent point, correlate the
experimntal results with those predictable from the graph. Can a larger undistorted output
be obtained with a different quiescent point?
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TMO STAGE TRANSI"r AMNUFIER

In this cqxxnment you will study a two-stage RC-coupled linear amplifier with variable
output-stage configurations. You will test it for proper biasing in the active region and
signal amplification characteristics. You will also verify your lab results with a computer
simulation of a proper transistor model using the SPICE program.

EQHUaMEo

Computer Station with LabVIEW for Windows and Connector Block
2N3405 BJT (2)
Resistors (different values as specified)
Capacitors (different values as shown in the circuit)
Decade resistance box

Select LabVIEW From the Windows menu. Double click on the LabVIEW Icon. When the
"Untitled 1" screen appears, choose (%. from, the File menu. Open the 2200LAiLLB file.
Select and open LAB7 Two Stage Tnmstor AmpVL

PR(CEDI ME

1. Set up the circuit shown in Fig 1 using transistors with identified hF values. (If not
previously determined, identify these values from an output-characteristics display on the curve
tracer.) Detemine and use a resistance value for R that will provide approximately the same
quiescent operating point for both transistors. Initially include CE in place as an emitter
by-passing capacitor.

2. Adjust the DC voltage to 10 volts. Switch the DC voltage ON and let it remain on for the
entire lab. bm the VI. Using pin 7, measure the dc voltages to ground at the base, emitter and
collector of each transistor and compare these mesured values with your respective calculated
values to insure that both transistors are active. Read the mastrament on the VI DC meter. Stop
the VI when complete.
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3. Apply a signal voltage (pin 20) at 500 H7. Run the VI. Adjust the VI output to provide
a voltage VbM of 1 mV peak-to-peak. Using pin 3, examine the amplifier output waveform at
terminal (A) to ensure that the amplifier response is linear. Measure the voltages VbM and V(0A)
and derive the gain relations V 'Vbm, V(^A/VwY and Vo(A/Vbm. Stop the VI when complete.
Use these measured ratios and your known h values to compute the dynamic input resistance
of each transistor. Justify any significant resistance difference obtained between ri() and rim.

Pin 21

120 Kohm 3 Kohm 160 Kohm
I A

10 microF

10
100 Kohm microF B

'Pn2 RBX2  200 ohm
Pin 20 0 24

S ~ohrm KohmT s L~hm Kohm inK hm, o c E(Y)  100 Kohm /5* CE(X)
_ _ 147 microF 147 microF

Figue 1 - Two Stage Am ifier

4. Remove capacitor CE from your circuit Rn the VI and observe the waveforms Vo(A and
VO) and note the phase relationships. Stop the VI when complete. Pknt the front panel
waveforms. Run the VI once again. Using pin 3 as the probe with pin 4 grounded, measure the
peak-to-peak voltages Vbx, Vo(A) and VB) on the o'scope screen. StDp the VI when complete.
Derive the gain relations: Vwc/'\%, VO(A/Vb%, Vo)/V , Vo(A/Vb(m and VoM/ Vbm. Use
appropriate ratios to compute resistance values for rm and ry. Correlate with theory the relative
amplitudes and phase of V(,A) and VO) and the various operational changes affected by the
removal of CE.
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5. With CE remaining out of the circuit, determine the output resistance of the amplifier at
terminals (A) and (B), respectively, by connecting the RC network shown in Figure 2 to the
terminal under test. Rm the VI for each terminal. Adjust the decade resistance box until the
output voltage at the terminal is reduced to half the value it had before adding the shunting
network. Stop the VI when complete. Justify any observed difference in the two resistance meas-
urements. Comment on the operational significance in the use of either connection for driving
a succeeding stage or circuit.

A Pin 3

B 10 microF

Decade
Resistor
box

Flgme 2 - RC Network

6. Using SPICE, verify the findings in 2, 3 and 4 utilizing a proper transistor model that has
the same parameters as your devices used in your experinents. Turn-in the output of the program
with your Lab report.
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